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Abstract
The following presentation has different purposes. One of them is to show students vocabulary about jobs and the other one is to show students what do the people in each one of the pictures do according to what they are doing on them.

Keywords: Jobs
JOBS
Fault Diagnosis, Breakdowns And Repairs
Examines The Patient And Detects Symptoms To Diagnosis
He/she explains the class. Has Knowledge about his/her subject of study. Answers Questions And guides students
Driving A Car To Transport People

Driver
Makes drawings, has structure creativity, innovates to create new things such as clothes, shoes, etc.
Provides Customers With Their Meals, Drinks, Cleans And Assembles Tables
She is Responsible for the Security And Passenger’s Service into an airplane
Combs, Cuts And Styles hair

stylist
Uses Different Techniques To Create Landscapes, Designs And Paintings
Take a Pictures Of Landscapes, People, Places, Things, Etc